APPG Parliamentary Blockchain Industry Reception
14 December 2023

The British Blockchain Association as the secretariat of the UK All-Party Parliamentary Group on Blockchain Technologies, hosted an Industry Reception in the Thames Pavilion, House of Parliament, on 14 Dec 2023, chaired by Natalie Elphicke MP, the Chair of the APPG on Blockchain.

The event featured introductory remarks from BBA president Prof Naseem Naqvi MBE, followed by a Keynote speech from APPG Chair, Natalie Elphicke MP OBE.

Full transcript of APPG Chair’s speech can be found HERE.

The official pics of the reception can be accessed HERE.

APPG Parliamentary Reception received significant interest and was picked up by many mainstream media outlets:

- CoinDesk, Lawmaker Calls for the UK Government to Do More for Blockchain
- Business Insider, Lawmaker Calls for the UK Government to Do More for Blockchain
- Finance Magnates, Blockchain Advocacy in Parliament: A Call for Action
- TechyLeak, UK Government Urged to Enhance Support for Blockchain Technology
- Investors Observer, UK legislator sees blockchain potential; asks the government to do more
- Coinscreeed, UK Blockchain Leadership: Natalie Elphicke’s Call for Action
- CryptoNews, This Country’s Member of Parliament Urges Government to Adopt Blockchain Technology!
- CoinPedia, The UK Must Embrace Blockchain to Stay Ahead in the Global Race, Says Natalie Elphicke
- Odaily, Lawmakers call on UK government to help develop blockchain industry
- CoinMarketCap, This Country’s Member of Parliament Urges Government to Adopt Blockchain Technology!
- Invezz, UK legislator sees blockchain potential; asks the government to do more
- Blockchain, British MPs call on government to further engage in blockchain
- RedMention, Member of Parliament Requires the UK Authorities to do Extra for Blockchain

The reception was sponsored by UK CBT, CEBB and Vox corporation. We would like to thank all the guests and participants who attended the reception.

- End.